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InfoSecGuy / Smack-Fu Master, in training JUMP TO POST

nibb wrote:
InfoSecGuy wrote:

mmiller7 wrote:
Is it that big of a deal to have the URL discovered?

btain the entire URL in

plaintext.

A second way to execute the attack is through use of malware that modifies the targeted machine's network settings to use a proxy. In either case, people

targeted by the attack will see few overt signs anything is amiss, and the browser address bar will continue to show the HTTPS connection is valid. The notable

exception is that, under the first scenario, a computer's networking options (for instance, a Mac's Proxies tab in the advanced part of the system preferences

network settings) will show it's using proxy auto-discovery with no further details. In the event the attack was carried out using malware, the computer's network

configuration will show it's using proxy auto-configuration and will also display the attacker's URL.

It's by no means the only attack to abuse WPAD and PAC. In April, researchers documented how a banking Trojan known as BlackMoon installs a PAC file on

infected computers to redirect browsers to phishing pages when accessing targeted sites. The file also contains a JavaScript function that BlackMoon abuses to

intercept user credentials and to obfuscate the specific banking sites that are being targeted. A separate talk scheduled at next week's Black Hat is titled

BADWPAD.

"The speaker will share how his team initially deployed a WPAD experiment to test whether WPAD was still problematic or had been fixed by most software and

OS vendors," the Black Hat site stated. "This experiment included attacks in 1) Intranets and open-access networks (eg Free-WIFI spots and corporate networks)

and 2) DNS attacks on clients leaking HTTP requests to the Internet."

The vulnerability that the Unholy PAC attack exploits resides in the WPAD specification, which was first drafted in 1999. That means it's not easily fixed by either

OS or browser makers. Still, browsers can largely work around the vulnerability by following the lead of Microsoft's Edge and Internet Explorer 11 browsers,

which invoke the FindProxyForUrl function with URLs that are truncated to host names only, as opposed to full URLs, which may contain authentication tokens

or credentials.

"By doing so, the browser eliminates the exposure of protocol data to the minimum (host names only), which is already exposed to the world via DNS queries

and as such is not considered too sensitive," Amit Klein, vice president of security research at SafeBreach, said in an e-mail. End users can also take steps to

disable WPAD, but that remedy may not work in situations where it's required to connect to a given network.

Post updated to change "cripples" to "bypasses" and "crypto" to "protection" in the headline.

Promoted Comments
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if they know I was browsing toilet paper on Amazon, I care that the shipping &
payment information is secure.

It's not uncommon for web forms to include usernames and even passwords in the
URL. Especially since a lot of web devs have grown lazy because HTTPS was supposed
to protect that information.

In 1997 maybe. Today, anyone doing that is logging the passwords in the web server logs
as well. In plain text !

I've seen three sites this week doing it. Additionally I've seen several of my companies
internal apps doing it. It's quite common today.

 29 posts | registered 6/1/2015

guest435346 / Smack-Fu Master, in training JUMP TO POST

Many federated authentication protocols send security tokens from one domain with a
redirect through the user's browser to another domain. In this regard, OAuth 1, OAuth 2
(and thus OpenID Connect) and SAML2 are basically all variations on the same theme: in
the end the browser performs a GET request with some kind of security token in the URL.

Incidentally, there's no problem with logging this token, because it should be good for one
use only.

I don't think it's a vulnerability in all of these specifications. Or at least, it's a bit easy to sit
here in your armchair and call all these specifications stupid and vulnerable. I think
Microsoft's fix is actually pretty sensible. Good job Microsoft!

 2 posts | registered 7/4/2016

lewax00 / Ars Scholae Palatinae / et Subscriptor JUMP TO POST

beebee wrote:
Maybe I'm over thinking this or don't understand https, but DNS is needed to convert
the domain to IP, so who you are communicating with isn't a secret.

The domain yes (e.g. "arstechnica.com"), but DNS does not see the full url (e.g. the
"/security/2016/07/new-attack-that-cripples-https-crypto-works-on-macs-windows-
and-linux/" part is only seen by the server at "arstechnica.com" via HTTPS). You don't
mentally separate them because they're generally seen as one string, but in the relevant
protocols those pieces are separate.

 6740 posts | registered 6/20/2013
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